
The Approah: Integrating Objet OrientedDesign and Formal Veri�ationWolfgang Ahrendt1, Thomas Baar1, Bernhard Bekert1, Martin Giese1,Elmar Habermalz1, Reiner H�ahnle2, Wolfram Menzel1, and Peter H. Shmitt11 University of Karlsruhe, Institute for Logi, Complexity and Dedution Systems,D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany, http://i12www.ira.uka.de/~key2 Department of Computing Siene, Chalmers University of TehnologyS-41296 Gothenburg, reiner�s.halmers.seAbstrat This paper reports on the ongoing KeY projet aimed atbridging the gap between (a) objet-oriented software engineering meth-ods and tools and (b) dedutive veri�ation. A distintive feature of ourapproah is the use of a ommerial CASE tool enhaned with funtion-ality for formal spei�ation and dedutive veri�ation.1 Introdution1.1 Analysis of the Current SituationWhile formal methods are by now well established in hardware and system design(the majority of produers of integrated iruits are routinely using BDD-basedmodel heking pakages for design and validation), usage of formal methodsin software development is urrently on�ned essentially to aademi researhprojets. There are industrial appliations of formal software development [8℄,but they are still exeptional [9℄.The limits of appliability of formal methods in software design are not de-�ned by the potential range and power of existing approahes. Several ase stud-ies learly demonstrate that omputer-aided spei�ation and veri�ation of re-alisti software is feasible [18℄. The real problem lies in the exessive demandimposed by urrent tools on the skills of prospetive users:1. Tools for formal software spei�ation and veri�ation are not integratedinto industrial software engineering proesses.2. User interfaes of veri�ation tools are not ergonomi: they are omplex,idiosynrati, and are often without graphial support.3. Users of veri�ation tools are expeted to know syntax and semantis of oneor more omplex formal languages. Typially, at least a tatial program-ming language and a logial language are involved. And even worse, to makeserious use of many tools, intimate knowledge of employed logi aluli andproof searh strategies is neessary.



Suessful spei�ation and veri�ation of larger projets, therefore, is done sep-arately from software development by aademi speialists with several years oftraining in formal methods, in many ases by the tool developers themselves.While this is viable for projets with high safety and low serey demands,it is unlikely that formal software spei�ation and veri�ation will beome aroutine task in industry under these irumstanes.The future hallenge for formal software spei�ation and veri�ation is tomake the onsiderable potential of existing methods and tools feasible to use inan industrial environment. This leads to the requirements:1. Tools for formal software spei�ation and veri�ation must be integratedinto industrial software engineering proedures.2. User interfaes of these tools must omply with state-of-the-art softwareengineering tools.3. The neessary amount of training in formal methods must be minimized.Moreover, tehniques involving formal software spei�ation and veri�ationmust be teahable in a strutured manner. They should be integrated inourses on software engineering topis.To be sure, the thought that full formal software veri�ation might be possiblewithout any bakground in formal methods is utopian. An industrial veri�ationtool should, however, allow for gradual veri�ation so that software engineersat any (inluding low) experiene level with formal methods may bene�t. Inaddition, an integrated tool with well-de�ned interfaes failitates \outsouring"those parts of the modeling proess that require speial skills.Another important motivation to integrate design, development, and veri�-ation of software is provided by modern software development methodologieswhih are iterative and inremental. Post mortem veri�ation would enfore theantiquated waterfall model. Even worse, in a linear model the extra e�ort neededfor veri�ation annot be parallelized and thus ompensated by greater workfore. Therefore, delivery time inreases onsiderably and would make formallyveri�ed software deisively less ompetitive.But not only must the extra time for formal software development be withinreasonable bounds, the ost of formal spei�ation and veri�ation in an indus-trial ontext requires aountability:4. It must be possible to give realisti estimations of the ost of eah stepin formal software spei�ation and veri�ation depending on the type ofsoftware and the degree of formalization.This implies immediately that the mere existene of tools for formal softwarespei�ation and veri�ation is not suÆient, rather, formal spei�ation andveri�ation have to be fully integrated into the software development proess.1.2 The ProjetSine November 1998 the authors work on a projet addressing the goals outlinedin the previous setion; we all it the projet (read \key").



In the prinipal use ase of the KeY system there are ators who want toimplement a software system that omplies with given requirements and formallyverify its orretness. The system is responsible for adding formal detail to theanalysis model, for reating onditions that ensure the orretness of re�nementsteps (alled proof obligations), for �nding proofs showing that these onditionsare satis�ed by the model, and for generating ounter examples if they are not.Speial features of KeY are:{ We onentrate on objet-oriented analysis and design methods (OOAD)|beause of their key role in today's software development pratie|, andon Java as the target language. In partiular, we use the Uni�ed ModelingLanguage (UML) [24℄ for visual modeling of designs and spei�ations andthe Objet Constraint Language (OCL) for adding further restritions. Thishoie is supported by the fat, that the UML (whih ontains OCL sineversion 1.3) is not only an OMG standard, but has been adopted by all majorOOAD software vendors and is featured in reent OOAD textbooks [22℄.{ We use a ommerial CASE tool as starting point and enhane it by ad-ditional funtionality for formal spei�ation and veri�ation. The urrenttool of our hoie is TogetherSoft's Together 4.0.{ Formal veri�ation is based on an axiomati semantis of the real program-ming language JavaCard [29℄ (soon to be replaed by Java 2 Miro Edition,J2ME).{ As a ase study to evaluate the usability of our approah we develop a se-nario using smart ards with JavaCard as programming language [15,17℄.Java smart ards make an extremely suitable target for a ase study:� As an objet-oriented language, JavaCard is well suited for OOAD;� JavaCard laks some ruial ompliations of the full Java language(no threads, fewer data types, no graphial user interfaes);� JavaCard appliations are small (Java smart ards urrently o�er 16Kmemory for ode);� at the same time, JavaCard appliations are embedded into largerprogram systems or business proesses whih should be modeled (thoughnot neessarily formally veri�ed) as well;� JavaCard appliations are often seurity-ritial, thus giving inentiveto apply formal methods;� the high number (usually millions) of deployed smart ards onstitutes anew motivation for formal veri�ation, beause, in ontrast to softwarerun on standard omputers, arbitrary updates are not feasible;1{ Through diret ontats with software ompanies we hek the soundness ofour approah for real world appliations (some of the experienes from theseontats are reported in [3℄).The KeY system onsists of three main omponents (see the Figure on the right):1 While JavaCard applets on smart ards an be updated in priniple, for seurityreasons this does not extend to those applets that verify and load updates.



{ The modeling omponent : thisomponent is based on the CASEtool and is responsible for all userinterations (exept interative de-dution). It is used to generate andre�ne models, and to store andproess them. The extensions forpreise modeling ontains, e.g., ed-itor and parser for the OCL. Ad-ditional funtionality for the veri�-ation proess is provided, e.g., forwriting proof obligations. counter examples
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{ The veri�ation manager : the link between the modeling omponent and thededution omponent. It generates proof obligations expressed in formal logifrom the re�nement relations in the model. It stores and proesses partialand ompleted proofs; and it is responsible for orretness management (tomake sure, e.g., that there are no yli dependenies in proofs).{ The dedution omponent. It is used to atually onstrut proofs|or ounterexamples|for proof obligations generated by the veri�ation manager. It isbased on an interative veri�ation system ombined with powerful auto-mated dedution tehniques that inrease the degree of automation; it alsoontains a part for automatially generating ounter examples from failedproof attempts. The interative and automated tehniques and those for�nding ounter examples are fully integrated and operate on the same datastrutures.Although onsisting of di�erent omponents, the KeY system is going to be fullyintegrated with a uniform user interfae.A �rst KeY system prototype has been implemented, integrating the CASEtool Together and the system IBIJa [16℄ as (interative) dedution omponent(it has limited apabilities and laks the veri�ation manager). Work on the fullKeY system is in progress.2 Designing a System with2.1 The Modeling ProessSoftware development is generally divided into four ativities: analysis, design,implementation, and test. The KeY approah embraes veri�ation as a �fth at-egory. The way in whih the development ativities are arranged in a sequentialorder over time is alled modeling proess. It onsists of di�erent phases. Theend of eah phase is de�ned by ertain riteria the atual model should meet(milestones).In some older proess models like the waterfall model or Boehm's spiral modelno di�erene is made between the main ativities|analysis, design, implemen-tation, test|and the proess phases. More reent proess models distinguish



between phases and ativities very arefully; for example, the Rational Uni�edProess [19℄ uses the phases ineption, elaboration, onstrution, and transitionalong with the above ativities.The KeY system does neither support nor require the usage of a partiularmodeling proess. However, it is taken into aount that most modern proesseshave two priniples in ommon. They are iterative and inremental. The designof an iteration is often regarded as the re�nement of the design developed in theprevious iteration. This has an inuene on the way in whih the KeY systemtreats UML models and additional veri�ation tasks (see Setion 2.3). The veri-�ation ativities are spread aross all phases in software development. They areoften arried out after test ativities.We do not assume any dependenies be-tween the inrements in the development pro-ess and the veri�ation of proof obligations.On the right, progress in modeling is depitedalong the horizontal axis and progress in ver-ifying proof obligations on the vertial axis.The overall goal is to proeed from the up-per left orner (empty model, nothing proven)to the bottom right one (omplete model, allproof obligations veri�ed). There are two ex-treme ways of doing that:
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{ First omplete the whole modeling and oding proess, only then start toverify (line (a)).{ Start verifying proof obligations as soon as they are generated (line (b)).In pratie an intermediate approah is hosen (line ()). How this approahdoes exatly look is an important design deision of the veri�ation proess withstrong impat on the possibilities for reuse and is the topi of future researh.2.2 Spei�ation with the UML and the OCLThe diagrams of the Uni�ed Modeling Language provide, in priniple, an easyand onise way to formulate various aspets of a spei�ation, however, as SteveCook remarked [31, foreword℄: \[ : : : ℄ there are many subtleties and nuanes ofmeaning diagrams annot onvey by themselves."This was a main soure of motivation for the development of the ObjetConstraint Language (OCL), part of the UML sine version 1.3 [24℄. Constraintswritten in this language are understood in the ontext of a UML model, theynever stand by themselves. The OCL allows to attah preonditions, postondi-tions, invariants, and guards to spei� elements of a UML model.When designing a system with KeY, one develops a UML model that is en-rihed by OCL onstraints to make it more preise. This is done using the CASEtool integrated into the KeY system. To assist the user, the KeY system providesmenu and dialog driven input possibility. Certain standard tasks, for example,



generation of formal spei�ations of indutive data strutures (inluding theommon ones suh as lists, staks, trees) in the UML and the OCL an be donein a fully automated way, while the user simply supplies names of onstrutorsand seletors. Even if formal spei�ations annot fully be omposed in suh ashemati way, onsiderable parts usually an.In addition, we have developed a method supporting the extension of a UMLmodel by OCL onstraints that is based on enrihed design patterns. In theKeY system we provide ommon patterns that ome omplete with prede�nedOCL onstraint shemata. They are exible and allow the user to generate well-adapted onstraints for the di�erent instanes of a pattern as easily as one usespatterns alone. The user needs not write formal spei�ations from srath, butonly to adapt and omplete them. A detailed desription of this tehnique andof experienes with its appliation in pratie is given in [4℄.As an example, onsider theomposite pattern, depited onthe right [11, p. 163�℄. This is aubiquitous pattern in many on-texts suh as user interfaes, re-ursive data strutures, and, inpartiular, in the model for theaddress book of an email lientthat is part of one of our asestudies.
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The onrete Add and Remove operations in Composite are intuitively learbut leave some questions unanswered. Can we add the same element twie? Someimplementations of the omposite pattern allow this [14℄. If it is not intended,then one has to impose a onstraint, suh as:
context Composite::Add(c:Component)
post: self.children!select(p|p = c)!size = 1This is a postondition on the all of the operation Add in OCL syntax. Afterompletion of the operation all, the stated postondition is guaranteed to betrue. Without going into details of the OCL, we give some hints on how to readthis expression. The arrow \!" indiates that the expression to its left representsa olletion of objets (a set, a bag, or a sequene), and the operation to its rightis to be applied to this olletion. The dot \:" is used to navigate within diagramsand (here) yields those objets assoiated to the item on its left via the role nameon its right. If C is the multiset of all hildren of the objet self to whih Addis applied, then the select operator yields the set A = fp 2 C j p = cg and thesubsequent integer-valued operation size gives the number of elements in A.Thus, the postondition expresses that after adding c as a hild to self, theobjet c ours exatly one among the hildren of self.There are a lot of other useful (and more omplex) onstraints, e.g., theonstraint that the hild relationship between objets of lass Component isayli.



2.3 The Module ConeptThe KeY system supports modularization of the model in a partiular way.Those parts of a model that orrespond to a ertain omponent of the modeledsystem are grouped together and form a module. Modules are a di�erent stru-turing onept than iterations and serve a di�erent purpose. A module ontainsall the model omponents (diagrams, ode et.) that refer to a ertain systemomponent. A module is not restrited to a single level of re�nement.There are three main reasons behind the module onept of the KeY system:Struturing: Models of large systems an be strutured, whih makes themeasier to handle.Information hiding: Parts of a module that are not relevant for other modulesare hidden. This makes it easier to hange modules and orret them whenerrors are found, and to re-use them for di�erent purposes.Veri�ation of single modules: Di�erent modules an be veri�ed separately,whih allows to struture large veri�ation problems. If the size of modulesis limited, the omplexity of verifying a system grows linearly in the numberof its modules and thus in the size of the system. This is indispensable forthe salability of the KeY approah.In the KeY approah, a hierarhial module onept with sub-modules sup-ports the struturing of large models. The modules in a system model form atree with respet to the sub-module relation.Besides sub-modules and model omponents, a module ontains the re�ne-ment relations between omponents that desribe the same part of the modeledsystem in two onseutive levels of re�nement. The veri�ation problem assoi-ated with a module is to show that these re�nements are orret (see Setion 3.1).The re�nement relations must be provided by the user; typially, they inlude asignature mapping.To failitate information hiding, a module is divided into a publi part, itsontrat, and a private (hidden) part; the user an delare parts of eah re-�nement level as publi or private. Only the publi information of a module Ais visible in another module B provided that module B impliitly or expliitlyimports module A. Moreover, a omponent of module B belonging to some re-�nement level an only see the visible information from module A that belongsto the same level. Thus, the private part of a module an be hanged as longas its ontrat is not a�eted. For the desription of a re�nement relation (likea signature mapping) all elements of a module belonging to the initial model orthe re�ned model are visible, whether delared publi or not.As the modeling proess proeeds through iterations, the system model be-omes ever more preise. The �nal step is a speial ase, though: the involvedmodels|the implementation model and its realization in Java|do not nees-sarily di�er in preision, but use di�erent paradigms (spei�ation vs. implemen-tation) and di�erent languages (UML with OCL vs. Java).22 In onventional veri�ation systems that do not use an iterative modeling proess[25,27℄, only these �nal two models exist (see also the following subsetion). In suh



Below is a shemati example for the levels of re�nement and the modulesof a system model (the visibility aspet of modules is not represented here).Stronger re�nement may require additional struture via (sub-)modules, henethe number of modules may inrease with the degree of re�nement.
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Part of module within one refinementAlthough the import and re�nement relations are similar in some respets,there is a fundamental di�erene: by way of example, onsider a system ompo-nent being (impreisely) modeled as a lass DataStorage in an early iteration. Itmay later be re�ned to a lass DataSet, whih replaes DataStorage. On the otherhand, the module ontaining DataSet ould import a module DataList and uselists to implement sets, in whih ase lists are not a re�nement of sets and donot replae them.Relation of Modules to other Approahes The ideas of re�nement and mod-ularization in the KeY module onept an be ompared with (and are partlyinuened by) the KIV approah [27℄ and the B Method [1℄.In KIV, eah module (in the above sense) orresponds to exatly two re�ne-ment levels, that is to say, a single re�nement step. The �rst level is an algebraidata type, the seond an imperative program, whose proedures intentionally im-plement the operations of the data type. The import relation allows the algebraidata type operations (not the program proedures!) of the imported module toappear textually in the program of the importing module. In ontrast to this,the Java ode of a KeY module diretly alls methods of the imported module'sJava ode. Thus, the objet programs of our method are pure Java programs.Moreover, KeY modules in general have more than two re�nement levels.The B Method o�ers (among other things) multi-level re�nement of abstratmahines. There is an elaborate theory behind the preise semantis of a re-�nement and the resulting proof obligations. This is possible, beause both, amahine and its re�nement, are ompletely formal, even if the re�nement hap-pens to be less abstrat. That di�ers from the situation in KeY, where all but thelast re�nement levels are UML-based, and a re�ned part is typially more formalthan its origin. KeY advoates the integrated usage of notational paradigms asopposed to, for example, prepending OOM to abstrat mahine spei�ation inthe B Method [21℄.systems, modules onsist of a spei�ation and an implementation that is a re�ne-ment of the spei�ation.



2.4 The Internal State of ObjetsThe formal spei�ation of objets and their behavior requires speial tehniques.One important aspet is that the behavior of objets depends on their state thatis stored in their attributes, however, the methods of a Java lass an in generalnot be desribed as funtions on their input as they may have side e�ets andhange the state. To fully speify the behavior of an objet or lass, it must bepossible to refer to its state (inluding its initial state). DiÆulties may ariseif methods for observing the state are not de�ned or are delared private and,therefore, annot be used in the publi ontrat of a lass. To model suh lasses,observer methods have to be added. These allow to observe the state of a lasswithout hanging it.Example 1. Let lass Registry ontain a method seen(o:Object):Booleanthat maintains a list of all the objets it has \seen". It returns false, if it\sees" an objet for the �rst time, and true, otherwise. In this example, weadd the funtion state():Set(Object) allowing to observe the state of anobjet of lass Registry by returning the set of all seen objets. The behavior of
seen an now be spei�ed in the OCL as follows:

context Registry::seen(o:Object)
post: result = state@pre()!includes(o) and

state() = state@pre()!including(o)The OCL key word result refers to the return value of seen, while @pregives the result of state() before invoation of seen, whih we denote byoldstate . The OCL expression state@pre()!includes(o) then stands for
o 2 oldstate and state@pre()!including(o) stands for oldstate [ fog.3 Formal Veri�ation withOne a program is formally spei�ed to a suÆient degree one an start to for-mally verify it. Neither a program nor its spei�ation need to be omplete inorder to start verifying it. In this ase one suitably weakens the postonditions(leaving out properties of unimplemented or unspei�ed parts) or strengthenspreonditions (adding assumptions about unimplemented parts). Data enapsu-lation and struturedness of OO designs are going to be of great help here.3.1 Proof ObligationsWe use onstraints in two di�erent ways: �rst, they an be part of a model (thedefault); these onstraints do not generate proof obligations by themselves. Se-ond, onstraints an be given the status of a proof obligation; these are not partof the model, but must be shown to hold in it. Proof obligations may arise in-diretly from onstraints of the �rst kind: by heking onsisteny of invariants,pre- and postonditions of a superlass and its sublasses, by heking onsis-teny of the postondition of an operation and the invariant of its result type,



et. Even more important are proof obligations arising from iterative re�nementsteps. To prove that a diagram D0 is a sound re�nement of a diagram D requiresto hek that the assertions stated in D0 entail the assertions in D. A partiularre�nement step is the passage from a fully re�ned spei�ation to its realizationin onrete ode.3.2 Dynami Logi.We use Dynami Logi (DL) [20℄|an extension of Hoare logi [2℄|as the logialbasis of the KeY system's software veri�ation omponent. We believe that thisis a good hoie, as dedution in DL is based on symboli program exeution andsimple program transformations, being lose to a programmer's understandingof JavaCard. For a more detailed desription of our JavaCard DL than givenhere, see [5℄.DL is suessfully used in the KIV software veri�ation system [27℄ for animperative programming language; and Poetzsh-He�ter and M�uller's de�nitionof a Hoare logi for a Java subset [26℄ shows that there are no prinipal obstalesto adapting the DL/Hoare approah to OO languages.DL an be seen as a modal prediate logi with a modality hpi for everyprogram p (p an be any legal JavaCard program); hpi refers to the suessorworlds (alled states in the DL framework) reahable by running the program p.In lassial DL there an be several suh states (worlds) beause the programsan be non-deterministi; here, sine JavaCard programs are deterministi,there is exatly one suh world (if p terminates) or there is none (if p does notterminate). The formula hpi� expresses that the program p terminates in a statein whih � holds. A formula �! hpi is valid, if for every state s satisfyingpreondition � a run of the program p starting in s terminates, and in theterminating state the postondition  holds.The formula �! hpi is similar to the Hoare triple f�gpf g. In ontrast toHoare logi, the set of formulas of DL is losed under the usual logial operators:In Hoare logi, the formulas � and  are pure �rst-order formulas, whereas inDL they an ontain programs. DL allows programs to our in the desriptions� resp.  of states. With is feature it is easy, for example, to speify that adata struture is not yli (it is impossible in �rst-order logi). Also, all Javaonstruts (e.g., instaneof) are available in DL for the desription of states. Soit is not neessary to de�ne an abstrat data type state and to represent statesas terms of that type (like in [26℄); instead, DL formulas an be used to give a(partial) desription of states, whih is a more exible tehnique and allows toonentrate on the relevant properties of a state.In omparison to lassial DL (that uses a toy programming language), a DLfor a \real" OO programming language like JavaCard has to ope with someompliations: (1) A program state does not only depend on the value of (loal)program variables but also on the values of the attributes of all existing objets.(2) Evaluation of a Java expression may have side e�ets, so there is a di�erenebetween expressions and logial terms. (3) Suh language features as built-in datatypes, exeption handling, and objet initialisation must be handled.



3.3 Syntax and Semantis of Java Card DL.We do not allow lass de�nitions in the programs that are part of DL formulas,but de�ne syntax and semantis of DL formulas wrt a given JavaCard program(the ontext), i.e., a sequene of lass de�nitions. The programs in DL formu-las are exeutable ode and omprise all legal JavaCard statements, inlud-ing: (a) expression statements (assignments, method alls, new-statements, et.);(b) bloks and ompound statements built with if-else, swith, for, while,and do-while; () statements with exeption handling using try-ath-finally;(d) statements that rediret the ontrol ow (ontinue, return, break, throw).We allow programs in DL formulas (not in the ontext) to ontain logialterms. Wherever a JavaCard expression an be used, a term of the same typeas the expression an be used as well. Aordingly, expressions an ontain terms(but not vie versa). Formulas are built as usual from the (logial) terms, theprediate symbols (inluding the equality prediate :=), the logial onnetives:, ^, _, !, the quanti�ers 8 and 9 (that an be applied to logial variables butnot to program variables), and the modal operator hp i, i.e., if p is a programand � is a formula, then hp i� is a formula as well.The models of DL onsist of program states. These states share the sameuniverse ontaining a suÆient number of elements of eah type. In eah state a(possibly di�erent) value (an element of the universe) of the appropriate type isassigned to: (a) the program variables, (b) the attributes (�elds) of all objets,() the lass attributes (stati �elds) of all lasses in the ontext, and (d) thespeial objet variable this. Variables and attributes of objet types an beassigned the speial value null . States do not ontain any information on ontrolow suh as a program ounter or the fat that an exeption has been thrown.The semantis of a program p is a state transition, i.e., it assigns to eahstate s the set of all states that an be reahed by running p starting in s.Sine JavaCard is deterministi, that set either ontains exatly one state oris empty. The set of states of a model must be losed under the reahabilityrelation for all programs p , i.e., all states that are reahable must exist in amodel (other models are not onsidered).We onsider programs that terminate abnormally to be non-terminating:nothing an be said about their �nal state. Examples are a program that throwsan unaught exeption and a return statement outside of a method invoation.Thus, for example, hthrow x;i� is unsatis�able for all �.33.4 A Sequent Calulus for Java Card DL.We outline the ideas behind our sequent alulus for JavaCard DL and givesome of its basi rules (atually, simpli�ed versions of the rules, e.g., initialisationof objets and lasses is not onsidered). The DL rules of our alulus operate on3 It is still possible to express and (if true) prove the fat that a program p ter-minates abnormally. For example, htry{p }ath{Exeption e}i(: e := null) ex-presses that p throws an exeption.



� ` nd := true � ` h� prg while (nd ) prg !i�� ` h� while (nd ) prg !i� (1)� ` nd := false � ` h�!i�� ` h� while (nd ) prg !i� (2)� ` instaneof (ex ; T ) � ` h� try{e =ex ; q }finally{r } !i�� ` h� try{throw ex ; p }ath(T e ){q }finally{r } !i� (3)� ` :instaneof (ex ; T ) � ` h� r ; throw ex ; !i�� ` h� try{throw ex ; p }ath(T e ){q }finally{r } !i� (4)� ` h� r !i�� ` h� try{}ath(T e ){q }finally{r } !i� (5)Table 1. Some of the rules of our alulus for Java Card DL.the �rst ative ommand p of a program �p!. The non-ative pre�x � onsistsof an arbitrary sequene of opening braes \{", labels, beginnings \try{" oftry-ath bloks, et. The pre�x is needed to keep trak of the bloks that the(�rst) ative ommand is part of, suh that the ommands throw, return, break,and ontinue that abruptly hange the ontrol ow are handled orretly. (Inlassial DL, where no pre�xes are needed, any formula of the form hp q i� anbe replaed by hp ihq i�. In our alulus, splitting of h�pq!i� into h�p ihq!i� isnot possible (unless the pre�x � is empty) beause �p is not a valid program;and the formula h�p!ih�q!i� annot be used either beause its semantis is ingeneral di�erent from that of h�pq!i�.)As examples, we present the rules for while loops and for exeption handling.The rules operate on sequents � ` �. The semantis of a sequent is that theonjuntion of the DL formulas in � implies the DL formula �. Sequents areused to represent proof obligations, proof (sub-)goals, and lemmata.Rules (1) and (2) in Table 1 allow to \unwind" while loops. They are sim-pli�ed versions that only work if (a) the ondition nd is a logial term (i.e.,has side e�ets), and (b) the program prg does not ontain a ontinue state-ment. These rules allow to handle loops if used in ombination with indutionshemata. Similar rules are de�ned for do-while and for loops.Rules (3){(5) handle try-ath-finally bloks and the throw statement.Again, these are simpli�ed versions of the atual rules; they are only appliableif (a) ex is a logial term (e.g., a program variable), and (b) the statementsbreak, ontinue, return do not our. Rule (3) applies, if an exeption exis thrown that is an instane of exeption lass T , i.e., the exeption is aught;otherwise, if the exeption is not aught, rule (4) applies. Rule (5) applies if thetry blok is empty and terminates normally.3.5 The Dedution ComponentThe KeY system omprises a dedutive omponent, that an handle KeY-DL.This KeY prover ombines interative and automated theorem proving teh-



niques. Experiene with the KIV system [27℄ has shown how to ope with DLproof obligations. The original goal is redued to �rst-order prediate logi us-ing DL rules, as demonstrated in the previous setion. First-order goals an beproven using theory spei� knowledge about the used data types.We developed a language for expressing knowledge of spei� theories|weare thinking here mainly of theories of abstrat data types|in the form of proofrules. We believe that this format, stressing the operational aspet, is easierto understand and simpler to use than alternative approahes oding the sameknowledge in delarative axioms, higher-order logi, or �xed sets of speial proofrules. This format, alled shemati theory spei� rules, is explained in de-tail in [16℄ and has been implemented in the interative proof system IBIJa(i11www.ira.uka.de/~ibija). In partiular, a shemati theory spei� ruleontains: (a) Pure logial knowledge, (b) information on how this knowledge isto be used, and () information on when and where this knowledge should bepresented for interative use.Nearly all potential rule appliations are triggered by the ourrene of er-tain terms or formulas in the proof ontext. The easy-to-use graphial user in-terfae of IBIJa supports invoation of rule appliations by mouse liks on therelevant terms and formulas. The rule shema language is expressive enough todesribe even omplex indution rules. The rule shema language is arefullydesigned in suh a way that for every new shemati theory spei� rule, IBIJaautomatially generates proof obligations in �rst-order logi. One these obli-gations are shown to be true the soundness of all appliations of this rule isguaranteed. Hene, during eah state of a proof, soundness-preserving new rulesan be introdued.To be pratially useful, interative proving must be enhaned by automatingintermediate proof steps as muh as possible. Therefore, the KeY prover ombinesthe IBIJa with automated proof searh in the style of analyti tableaux. Thisintegration is based on the onepts desribed in [12,13℄. A sreen shot of atypial situation as it may arise during proof onstrution with our prototypeis shown below. The user may either interatively apply a rule (button \ApplySeleted Rule") or invoke the automated dedution omponent (button \StartPRINS").



In a real development proess, resulting programs often are bug-ridden, there-fore, the ability of disproving orretness is as important as the ability of provingit. The interesting and ommon ase is that neither orretness nor its negationare deduible from given assumptions. A typial reason is that data struturesare underspei�ed. We may, for example, not have any knowledge about the be-havior of, say, pop(s:Stak):Stak if s is empty. To reognize suh situations,whih often lead to bugs in the implementation, we develop speial dedutivetehniques. They are based on automatially onstruting interpretations (ofdata type operations) that ful�ll all assumptions but falsify the hypothesis.4 Related WorkThere are many projets dealing with formal methods in software engineeringinluding several ones aimed at Java as a target language. There is also workon seurity of JavaCard and AtiveX appliations as well as on seure smartard appliations in general. We are, however, not aware of any projet quitelike ours. We mention some of the more losely related projets.A thorough mathematial analysis of Java using Abstrat State Mahineshas been given in [6℄. Following another approah, a preise semantis of a Javasublanguage was obtained by embedding it into Isabelle/HOL [23℄; there, anaxiomati semantis is used in a similar spirit as in the present paper.The Cogito projet [30℄ resulted in an integrated formal software develop-ment methodology and support system based on extended Z as spei�ationlanguage and Ada as target language. It is not integrated into a CASE tool, butstand-alone.The FuZE projet [10℄ realized CASE tool support for integrating the Fu-sion OOAD proess with the formal spei�ation language Z. The aim wasto formalize OOAD methods and notations suh as the UML, whereas we areinterested to derive formal spei�ations with the help of an OOAD proessextension.The goal of the Quest projet [28℄ is to enrih the CASE tool AutoFo-us for desription of distributed systems with means for formal spei�ationand support by model heking. Appliations are embedded systems, desriptionformalisms are state harts, ativity diagrams, and temporal logi.Aim of the SysLab projet is the development of a sienti�ally founded ap-proah for software and systems development. At the ore is a preise and formalnotion of hierarhial \douments" onsisting of informal text, message sequeneharts, state transition systems, objet models, spei�ations, and programs. Alldouments have a \mathematial system model" that allows to preisely desribedependenies or transformations [7℄.The goal of the PROSPER projet was to provide the means to deliver thebene�ts of mehanized formal spei�ation and veri�ation to system designersin industry (www.ds.gla.a.uk/prosper/index.html). The di�erene to theKeY projet is that the dominant goal is hardware veri�ation; and the softwarepart involves only spei�ation.
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